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This report presents all the data taken by personnel of the
Mechanical Analysis Branch, Analytical Operations Division, Quality
and Reliability Assurance Laboratory for determining the mass charac-
teristics and longitudinal center of gravity of the S-IC-2 Stage after
static testing. These data were obtained by using a three-point com-
pression system in accordance with procedure 6-QHSIC-AM-33A, "Deter-
mination of S-IC Stage W eight and Center of Gravity." The st^^us of the
stage at the time these data were obtained is presented.
y
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The weighing operations and measurements to determine the
longitudinal center of gravity were completed February 17, 1967, in
accordance with procedure 6-QHSIC-AM-33A, "Determination of S-IC
Sage Weight and Center of Gravity." The weighing was performed with
the stage in a horizontal position; position I of the stage was down. The
average weight of the S-IC-2 Stage in the "as weighed" condition, riot
corrected for status, is 324, 94 .1 pounds. Using this weight, the "as
weighed" longitudinal center of gravity was determined to be located at
the 531. 579 station.
The results of the weighing operations were satisfactory.
*This report was prepared by SPACO, Inc. for the Analytical Operations
Division, Quality and Reliability Assurance Laboratory, George C.
Marshall Space Flight Center, under Contract No. NAS8-20081.
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SECTION 1. IIN T IRODUCT1ON
The weighing of the 15 -IC-2 wa:; performed on February 17, 1967,
in building 4708 by personnel of the Mechanical Analysis Branch, Analyti-
cal Operations Division, Quality and Reliability Assurance Laboratory
with the assistance of stage handling personnel of the Test Laboratory.
These weig:ing operations were witnessed by .:)ersonr.el of the Propulsion
and Vehicle Engineering Laboratory and representatives of The Boeing
Company. All components subsequently removed from or installed on
the stage will be weighed,and the weight will be recorded in the Weight
and Balance History Log (MSFC Form 998) which was initiated imme-
diately- after the weighing of S-IC-2 by R-QUAL-AMNI.
SECTION II. DISCUSSION
A. WEIGHING AND LONGITUDINAL CENTER OF GR-AVITY
DETERMINATION
The two CS-17 force indicators (one 200K and one 100K)
and the three Revere cumpression-type load cells (two 200K and one 100K)
were supplied by The Boeing Company for weighing the MSFC assembled
stages. The indicators provide direct digital readings to 200, 000 pounds
capacity in increments of 20 pounds and 100, 000 pounds capacity in
increments of 10 pounds, respectively.
Full range calibration of the force indicator and load cell systems
was performed January 20, 1967, at the MSFC Test Laboratory's dead
weight facility 1:y representatives of The Boeing Company. The systems
were calibrated in the compression mode by applying known forces in
increments of 22, 020 pounds on the 200K units and in increments of
11, 010 pounds on the 100K unit. The maximum force applied to the 200K
units was i98, 180 pounds, and the maximum force applied to the 100K
unit was 99, 090 pounds. Several series of readings were recorded and
then a,i average x=as tal,.°n of the recorded readings for each applied
force. The diffei^-nce n the average reading and the applied force was
used to plot a calibrdLion chart. The purpose of the full range calibration
of the equipment was to assure that the systein was operating properly










The CS-17 force indicator is a self-calibrating, automatic digital
force indicator which has been factory adjusted to a standardization vi.lue.
A standardization calibration check was made before and after each w•!igh-
ing operation to ascertain that the systems were functioning properly and
to assure that the calibration was within the manufacturer's standardi :atior_
tolerance. The maximum deviation from the factory adjusted standardi-
zation value was 50 pounds on the 200K system. There was no deviation
on the 100K system. Both systems were within the specified tolerancc S.i he no-load digital readout ": ero" value \vas checked before and after
each weighing. Before each weighing, the digital readout was adjust °d
until the counter indica'ed zero per the manufacturer's instruction b^)ok;
after each weighing, the digital readout was checked and found to be within
the specific-2 ± 20 pounds. These data were recorded on the S-IC Stage
Weight Measurement Data Sheet.
F
The environment of the weighing area was monitored during the
weighing operation. A Hydrothe:rmograph was used to obtain the rAative
humidity and the temperature; the barometric pressure was obtained
from a mounted barometer. The temperature, humidity, and barometric
pressure for each weighing operation were recorded on the S-IC Stage
Weight Evaluation_ Da. + a Sheet,. appendix A.
The total weight of the _tage includes the weights of the personnel
platforins, the forward handling ring, and other configuration deviation-
as listed in the status. The average weight from three weighings show--.
on the S-IC: Stage Weight Evaluation Data Sheet (appendix A) is 324, 944
;sounds. All three weighings were within. the 0. 1 percent requirement as
specified in paragraph C. 2. R of Quality and Reliability procedure, 6-QHSIC-
AM-33A, ''Determination of S-IC Stage Weight and Center of Gravity."
The "as weighed" longitudinal center of gravity, calculated in the
"as weighed" condition, was located at station 531. 579. The aft load
cells were located at station 115. 875, and the forward load cell was
located at s;.ation 1545. 375. The final center of gravity will be calculated
by Propulsion and Vehicle Engineering Laboratory at a later date after
corrections are made for the items entered on the Weight and Balance
History Log,
A Weight and Balance History Log was initiated immediately
after the weighing operations were completed. All items added to or
removed from the stage shall be weighed, and the information shall be
posted on this log. This information is to be used by Propulsion and
Vehicle Engineering .Laboratory for the final weight and center of gravity
calculations. The Weight and Balance Log will be forwarded to Propulsion




After the S-IC-2 Stage was placed in the horizontal position,
residual fuel was observed to be present fDr the length of the fuel tank,
approximately 24 inches wide and 0. 36 inch deep. A calculation revealed
this fuel to weigh 74 pounds. Also, it was concluded that approximately
187 pounds of fuel remained in the engine systems including the eight
actuators, control system, fuel propellant feed system, etc. Of this
amount, it was volumetrically calculated that 19. 6 pounds remained in
each of the eight actuators (157 pounds) and empirically determined that
approximately 10.0 pounds remained entrapped in the undrainable areas
of the control system (hydraulic feed and return lines, spool valves, and
filter by-pass valves). Based upon North American Aviation, Inc. letter
4158-109R1 dated January 13, 1964, ''Action Item 12 from the 5th F-1
S-IC Interface Meeting' in which the report entitled ''Bock II, F-1 Engine
Fuel Propellant Feed System Drainage Study" was transmitted to the
NASA F-1 Program Office, each F-1 engine fuel propellant feed system
contains approximately 2, 220 cc (4. 10 pounds) of residual fuel at the
conclusion of vertical and; or horizontal drainage. The traps that contain
this fuel are as follows:
a. CG fuel feed line bellows
b. Fuel high pressure duct bellows
C.	 Turbopump fuel pump inlet and balance cavity
d.	 Turbopump bearing lube seal cavity
The 2, 200 cc per engine represent a total of 20. 0 pounds for all five
engines.
In conclusion, the residual fuel entrapped in the fuel tank, control
systems, and engine systems represents approximately 261 pounds of
residual fuel present at the time of weighing the S-IC-2 Stage.
The weighing operations were accoinplished in a smooth manner,
and no major difficulties were encountered. However, two minor prob-
lems arose. The first problem occurred during the preliminary stage
and equipment preparati :)n. In complying with paragraph C. I. E. of
procedure 6-QHSIC-AM-33A, an interfe=rence was found between the
weighing stand assembly, drawing 60836044-1, and the crossbeam of




was corrected by using a shorter bolt in the weighieu stand assembly.
The second problem resulted from insufficient clearance between the
aft transporter and two components (liT-370-7019-79 and -130) of the
stage forward handling ring. This interference was overcome by allow-
ing the aft transporter to shift forward as the stage was lowered. Unsatis-
factory Condition Reports, R-QUA.L-12050 and -12051 have been issued
which -.-equested that a design review be conducted and the necessary
chang--s be made to eliminate clearance problems for future stage weighings.
B. WEIGHT STATUS INFORMATICN
The status of the S-IC-2 Stage was taken immediately preceding
the weighing operation and was based on drawing 60B03000-9C.. Mechanical
and electrical status information is included in ap p endixes B and C, re-
spectively. This information is based on "refurbishment" (H) and "common
to all" (V) configurati--)n design documentation, the "Indentured Parts List,
Vehicle 502 "H" Configuration, dated January 13, i967, and the F-1
engin ^ modification memorandums listed in MSFC memorandum no.
R-P&VE-PA-o7-M-196, ''Memorandum Released Against S-IC-2 Engine
Modifications (Revision No. 6) ; " dated February 20, 1967.
NOTE:	 Appendixes B and C :ere included in this report to
reflect the stage configuration at the time of stage
weighing and should in no way be used in deterr-pining
the final configuration of the stage.
The following information is included in the mechanical status
(appendix B):
(1) Engineering orders and Propulsion and Vehicle Engineering
Laboratory memorandums which have been complied with and
engineering orders which have not been complied with. This
information should be considered as reference, because all
missing items covered by engineering orders which have not
been complied with are also shown on the missing items list.
(2) The missing items (components to the H and V configuration
which were not installed at the time of weighing), supple-
mentary item-, (components to the J configuration), nonflight
items (components, tooling, and fixtures which are to be
removed prior to launch), and retorfit installations corn .
-pleted are listed shawing the number required and weight
where this information was available.
Electrical status information (appendix C) includes a missing
itt-ni and supple rnenta ry items.
{IN-R-QUAL-67 -3
SECTION III.	 CONCLUSIONS
No major difficulties were encountered during the weighing
operation, and the weighing was completed on schedule.
6
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11PPENDIX A - TEST DATA
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endix B - Mechanical Status
B-1. ENGINEF,RING ORDERS AND P&VE MalORANDUMS
I;IIICN HAVE BEEN COMPLIED WITH
Sheet : of I2
60BO3000 -1c, 9C Stoge Assembly
"H and V Configuration"
4-60BO3000-5
	 16-60BO3000-1	 65-60BO3000-1	 501-60B03000-1






























































































Appendix B - Mechanical Status 	 Sheet 2 of 12
B-1. E\G T '^'cERItiC OR11F.- e, AND P&VE ML- 1 O RAND UMS




E.O.'s Against Components or Sub-Assemblies of 60BO3000-7C
	
1-60B20090-1	 301-6{1868411-1	 504-.i0B70211-1	 501-60B71999-41
	
301-60B68151-1	 301-60B6840-1;	 504-o0B7036d-1	 501-6OB71999-43
60BO3100-1, 9 Oxidizer Tank Assembly




E.O.'s Against Components or Sub-Assemblies of 60BO3100-1 and 9
9-60B12000-1 2-60B41010-1 I-60E51204-1 302-60367514-1
15-60912000-1 14-60341010-1 301-6GB67508-1 1-60B67518-1
301-6OB12000-1 301-6OB41010-1 301-60567511-1 301-6OB67518-1
303-60BI2000-1 502-60341011-1 1-60867512-1 501-6OB67518-1
16-60B12010-i 303-60B4S10J-i 301-6OB67512-1 5-60B70085-3
302-60E121.09-1 13-6OB51200-1 502-63B675i2-1 1-6OB70401-1
301-60BI2400-1 302-6OB5,.200-1 1-60B67514-1 3-6OB70401-1
GCB03200-11
 9 Fuel Tank Assembiv
"H and ' 7onfigurr.tiun''
7-60F03?00-1
E.O.'s Against Components or Sub-Assemblies of 60B03200-1 and 9















Appendix B -^Neclianical Status 	 Sheet 3 of 12
1	 B-1. ENGINEERING ORDERS AND ME MEMORANDUMS
WHICH l',r1VE BEEN COMPLIED WITH
60?03300-1,	 9	 Intertank Asseml'lY
I "1? and V Configuration"
:-60BO3300-1 3-60BO3300-1 5-60BO3300-1 13-60BO3300-1
i	 1-60x03300-9
E.O.'s Against Comporier.ts or Stab -Assemblies of 66B03300-1 and 9
313-60B26493-i 508-6OB29800-1 1-60B49260-1 505-6OB70084-1
302-601,27493-1 510-60329800-1 302-60B49250-1 505-60:170084-3
4-6OE28117-3 1-60B39200-1 305-60B49260-1 507-6OB70084-1
5-6OB28117-3 2-6OB39200-1 501-603492C10-1 509-6OB7OU84-1
503-6On28118-1 301-6OB39200-1 301-60849301-193 1-60B70444-3
301-6OB28320-1** 504-6OB39200-1 301-60B49301-195 301-6OB70453-5
301-60B28320-5** 9-60B41012-1 1-60349370-1 502-6OB70457-1
501-6OB28320-5 13-6OB61012-1 501-6OB49370-1* 1-60B70480-7
3-6OB28360-1 1t:-6OB41012-1 306-6OB49509-1 301-6OB70480-7
301-60B28360-1 304-6OB41012-1 301-60849512-5 302-6OB70480-7
301-6OB28550-1 305-60B41012-1 301-60B52400-?l 301-60370570-1
302-6OB28550-1 306-60341012-1 302-60B52400-21 304-6OB71049-7*
506-6OB28550-1 308-60E41012-1 1-60B676iO-3 502-6OB71049-7
301-6OB28620-1 309-6OB41012-1 301-60B67610-3 505-6OB71049-7
301-6OB28621-1 503-6OB41C12-1**	 501-60B676 1 0-3 506-60B71049-7
301-60B28660-1 8-6OB49200-3 301-6O B67614-9 301-6OB71104-3
301-6OB28680-1 304-6OB49200-3 1-60B70084-17 503-6OB71104-3
1301-6OB28902-1 305-6OB49200-3 301-6OB70084-1 501-60171206-39
301-60B28903-1 306-6OB49200-3 302-6OB70084-1 3-65B80149-3
1-60829800-5 307-GOB49200-3 302-60170084-3 301-65B80149-3
301-6OB29800-1 505-60B49251-3 304-60B70084-1*** 502-65B80149-3






Appendix B - Mechanical Statlts	 Sheet 4 of 12
B-1 ,
 ENGINEERING ORDERS AND PAVE MEMORANDUMS
WHICH HAVE BF,EN C%ri LIED WIiH
60B03400-1A, 9A Forward Skirt Assembly





E.O.'s A gainst Components or Sub -Assemblies of 60BO3400-1A and 9A
9 . 60814009-1 504-60BI5835-3 305-6OB51050-1 303-60B70086-19
12-6u„14009-1 504-60B15835-5 306-6OB51050-1 304-6OB70086-15
77-60BI4009-1 24-6OB39000-1** 501-6OB51050-1 306-6OB70086-17
85-60B14009-1** 316-6OB39000-1 502-6OB51050-1 306-6OF70036-19
88-60BI4009-1 318-6OB39000-1 305-6OB52600-1 307-60570086-17
89-60,314009-1 320-6OB39000-1 306-60BS2600-1 501-6OB70086-15
95-6OB14009-1** 321-6GB39000-1 501-60B52600-1 501-60B70086-17
97-60B14009-1 322-60839000-1 4-6OB52800-1 501-6OB70086-19
301-60B14009-1 303-6OB39100-1 301-6OB5^800-1 503-6OB70086-15
511-60E14009-1 304-60639100-1 302-6OB52800-1 503-60870086-17
301-60B14027-1*" 1-60B39300-1 304-6OB52800-1 504-6OB70086-15
301-60B14027-3** 1-60B39500-1** 305-60B52800-1 504-6OB70086-17
301-60B14027-5** 4-60B39500-1 306-6OB52800-1 504-60570086-19
303-60BI4027-5 301-6OB39500-3 501-50B5"900-1 505-60B70086-15
503-60814027-1 501-6OB39500-1 504-6OB52800-1 505-6OB70086-17
503-60B14027-3 502-60B39500-1 1-60B52817-1 506-6OB70086-17
503-60BI4027-5 1-60B39600-1 2-6OB52819-1 507-6OB70086-17
50 4 -60B14027-5*** 7-6OB51000-1 1-60552830-1 508-60B7CO86-17
11-60B14200--1 10-60B51000-1 2-6OB67423-5 509-U-CB70086-19
17-60B14200••l 14-6OB51000-1 2-6OB67423-7 301-60B'0161-1
301-60B14550-5 302-6OB51000-1 502-6OB70055-13 301-6OB70161-3
19-60B14600-1 303-60B51000-1 501-6OB70058-1 302-60B70161-1
20-60B14800-1 304-6OB51000-1 301-6OB70059-1 302-60B70219-3
13-60B15000-1 501-6OB51000-1 301-6OB70059-3 2-6OB70220-1
301-60B15000-3 502-60551000-1 L2-6OB70086-17B*** 2-60870220-3
510-60B15200-1 503-6OB51.000-1 6-6OB70086-19 301-6OB70220-1
512-60B15200-1 301-6OB51050--1 302-6OB70086-15 301-6OB70220-3
501-60BI5833-7 302-6OB51050-1 302-6OB70086-17 502-6OB70j40-1
504-60B15835-1 304-6OB51050-1 302-6OB70086-19 502-6OB70340-3
• WAIVED	 ***ADVANCE RELEASE
• PARTIALLY WAIVED
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B - l . ENGINEERING ORDERS AND P&VE MEAIORANTDUMS

























































60B03400-7A Forward SKirL Assembl
",7 Configuration"




60B03500-1, 9 Thrust Structure Assembly









































Appendix B - Mechanical Status 	 Sheet 6 of 12
B-1. ENGrNEERING ORDERS AND P&VE MET-MORANDUMS
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Appendix B - Mechanical Status	 Sheet 7 of i-
B -1. ENG1NEERING ORDERS AND P&VE MEMORANDUMS

































































































































































u WAIVED	 *** ADVANCI' RELEASE
* PARTIALLY WAIVED
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Appendix B - Mechanical Status	 Sheet 8 of 12
B-1. ENGINEERING ORDERS AND P&VE MD10RANDUMS
WHICH HAVE BEEN COMPLIED WITH
303-60B52840-1 302-60867575-Vx*-': 302-6OB70471-1 301-6OB71708-1
501-601152840-1 301-6OB67885-1 1-60B70472-3 501-6OB71709-1
1-60B64333-9 501-6OB67992-1 5-60!370665-1** 5-6OB82000-1
501-60867006-5 501-60B67992-3 2-6OB70666-1** 6-6OB82000-1
1-6OB67008-5 1-6OB70025-5 501-60870666-1 8-6OB82000-1
302-6OB67010 . 5 302-6OB70025-5 1-60B70676-5 302-6OB82000-1
1-60B67051-1 301-6OB70031-3 1-60B70676-7 303-6OB82000-1
501-601367051-1 303-6OB70031-1 6-6OB70771-1 301:--60B82000-1
2-6OB67052-1 2-60B70044••5 303-6OB70771-1 3-65B80013-3
3-60B67052-1 301-6OB70044-5 310-6OB70771-1 4-65B80013-3
302-60867052-1 301-6OB70049-5 502-6OB70771-1 304-65BS0013-3
303-6OB67052-1 302-6OB70049-5 301-6OB70775-1 306-65B80013-3
304-6086/052-1 301-6OB70054-5 2-6OB70776-1 307-65BS0013-3
305-6OB67052-1 14-60870080-1 302-6OB70776-1 503-65B80013-3
1-60B67053-1 507-6OB70080-1 '103-60',3707!o-1 506-65B80013-3
301-6OB67053-1 1-60B70107- -r 501-603?0776-1* 507-65B80013-3
302-6OB67053-1 4-6OB70149-1 2-6OB70782-1 508-65B80013-3
1-60867054-17 502-6OB70149-1 301-60970792-1 2-65B80014-3
301-60B67054-17 1-60R'0159-5 301-6OB70783-1 5-65B80014-3
301-60367069-1*** 501-60B70322-3 301-60B70784-1 304-65B80014-3
2-6OB67106-5 301-6OB70327-39 301-6OB70785-1 306-65B80014-3
302-60867106-5 301-6OB70327-45 301-6OB70786-1 307-65B80014-3
3-6OB67116-1 302-6OB70327-39 301-60870792-1 501-65B80014-3
4-6OB67116-1 302-6OB70327-45 501-6OB70792-1 502-65B80014-3
6-60B6711F-1 303-60870327-39 502-60870792-1 503-65B80014-3
2-6OB67117-1 303-6OB70327-45 1-60370940-1 506.65B80014-3
302-601367117-1 304-6OB70327-39 301-6OB70740-1 507-65B80014-3
303-6OB67117-1 305-6OB70327-39 501-6OB70940-1 509-65B80014-3
501-6OB67117-1 501-6OB70327-313 301-6OB70941-1 3-65B80015-7
1-60B67120-1 502-6OB70327-45**°*302-6OB70941-1 4-65B80015-7
301-60867123-5 503-60870327-39 1-60B71086-5 5-651380015-7
501-6OB67123-5 301-6OB70342-1 1-601!71087-5 6-65B80015-7
302-6OB67125-1 301-60870410-1 2-6OB71121-5 7-65B80015-7
2-6OB67134-5 301-60BI0410-7 3-6OB71121-5 8-65B80015-7
3-6OB67134-5 1-60B70426-1 501-60B71121-5 9-65680015-7
302-60B67134-5 2-6OB70431-7 1-60B71198-5 10-65B80015-7
303-60B6713 1 -5 301-6OB70431-1 501-6OB71244-1 11-65B80015-7
502-60B6713^1-5 301-6OB70431-3 3-6013712	 1-1 302-65B80015-7
1-60B67137-3 501-6OB70431-7 303-6OB71398-1 304-65BS0015-7
301-60367137-3 502-60870431-1 3-60871620-1 305-65B80015-7
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Appendix B - Mechanical Status 	 SheF t 9 of 12
B-1. ElI ;TNEFRING ORDERS AND P&VE MEIORANDIii1S
I	 WHICH HAVE BEEN COMPLIED WITH




E.O.'s Against Components or Sub-Assembli p s of 60BO3500-7
	
3-60BI8040-11	 6-bOB18054-9	 303-60B20005-1	 19-60B20100-.1
60B37151-1C Engine Assembly 101 (F-4017)
None
E.O.'s Against Components or Sub-.Assemblies of 6OB37151 -1C
302-6OB37161-17 301-6OB67912-, 301-601370848-3 301-6OB70858-3
303-60B37161-17 301-6OB67912-3 501-60B70848-3 301-6OB71837-1.
501-60B67297-1 302-6OB67912-1 501-60870850-3 1-6OB71905-1
501-60B67297-3 501-6OB67912-1 302-6OB70851-1 1-60B71906-1
502-60B67247-1 303-6OB68011-1 303-601370851-1 2-6O B83000-3**
502-6OB67297-3 305-6OB68011-1 501-60B70852-1 301-60B83000-3
503-60B67796-1 1-60B68162-1 301-6OB70857-7 302-6GB83000-3X
501-6OB67841-1 301-6OB70429-7 301-6OB70857-9 303-60B83000-3
301-60367845-1 302-6OB70429-7 30l-6%1R70 K7-11 i-60B84000-5
301-60867860-1 301-6OB70839-7 302-60570857-7 301-60B°400G-1**
301-60B67860-5 3-60870841-3 302-6OB70857-9 301-6OB84000-5X*A'
4-6OB67912-3 301-6OB70841-3 302-6OB70857-11. 302-6OB84110-1
The Following R-P&VE i`lemos Have Been Com p lied With
65-M-518 65-M-1025 66-M-14 66-M-205
65-1.1-582 65-M-1072 66-M-56 66-M-250
65-A1-609 65-M-1089 66-M-105 66-M-254
6541-701 65-M-1123 6641-112 66-M-260
65-.1-705 65-r1-1124 66-M-121 66-M-283
65-*1-789 65-M-1131 66-M-127 66-M-289
65-M-899 65-M-1150 66-M-154 66-M-324
65 -r1-1017 65-M-1204 66-1•1-160 66-M-342
65-^I-1018 65-rt - 1314 66 -M - 185 66 -1.1 -348
65-M-1019 66-M-5 66-M-193 66-M-349
* WAIVED
PARTIALLY WAIVED
sM3FC - Form 1438 (Morch 1967)
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Aj2penclix 13- Ms:chanical Status	 _Sheet 10 of 1 Z
B-1 • ENGINEERI\G ORDERS AND F&%'E MDSORA`-DUMS
WHICH W_VE BEEN COMPLIED WITH
66-A-387 66-M-654 66-M-701 66-M-783
66-M-488 66-M-656** 66-M-719 66-M-972
66-M-560 66-%M-G67 66-m -752 67-M-33
6 ,')-:1-638 66-M-668 66-M-766 67-M-59
601;37152-1B Engine Assembly 10;4018)
None
E.('.'s	 Against Components or Sub-Assemblies of 60B37152-IB
302-60B37162-7 304-6:,B67922-1 301-60B70857-9 301-60B53000-3
303-60837162.7 305-60367922-1 301-6OB70857-11 302-6OB83000-3*
301-6OB67860-1 301-6OB70429-7 302-601;70857-9 303-6OB83000-3
301-6OB67860-5 30-2-6OB70429-7 302-of1R708j7-11 1-60B84000-5
2-60B67922-1 301-6OB70839 -7 1-60371905-1 301-6OB84000-1**
302-6OB67922-1 2-6OB70842-3 1-6001906-1 301-6OB84000-5**
302-6OB67922-3 301-6OB70842-3 2-60683000-3** 302-6OB84110-1
303-E0B67922-3
The Follovin£ R-P&VE Memos Have Been Comolied With
65-M-518 65-M-1123 66-M-185 66-m-560
65-M-582 65-M-1124 66-M-193 66-,-1-638
65-M-609 65-N1-1150 66-M-205 66-M-654
65-M-701 65-M-1204 66-M-250 66-M-656 **
65-M-705 65-M-1314 66-M-254 66-M-667
65-M-7S9 66-M-5 66-M-260 66-M-668
65-M-899 66 -14-14 66 -r, -283 66-M-719
65 -M-1000 66-M-56 66-M-239 66-M-752
65-M-1017 66 -M-105 66-M-324 66-M-766
65-M-1018 66-M-112 66-%-342 66-M-949
65-M-1019 66-M-121 66-M-349 66-M-972
65-M-1025 66-M-127 66-M-387 67-M-33
65-M-1072 66-M-lc,4 66-M-488 67-M-59
65-M-1089 66-M-160
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B-1. ENGINEERING ORDERS AXD P&VE %lDtORANDUMS
WHICH HAVE BEEN CO,IPLIED WITH




























The Following R-P&VE PIemos Have Reen Complied with (F-4019)
65
_1-518 55-M-1123 66-1-1-160 66-4,-560
65-M-582 65-,1-1124 66-M-185 66-M-638
65-M-609 65-M-1150 66-M-193 66-M-641
M-701 65-M-1204 66-N-205 66-M-654
65-M-705 65-M-1314 66-M-250 66-M-656**
65-M-789 66-M-5 66-M-254 66-M-667
65-,1-899 66-M-14 66-M-260 66-M-668
65-,1-1017 66-,1-56 66-M-283 66-M-719
65-,1-1018 66-M-105 66-M-289 66-'I-752
65-M-1019 66-M-112 66-M-324 66-M-766
65-M-1025 66-M-121 66-M-34- 66-M-972
65-M-1072 66-M-127 66-M-349 67-M-33
65-M-1089 66-M-1-54 66-M-488 67-M-59
6083,154-13 Engine Assembly 10-^ (=-4021)
None
F.0.'s Against Components or Sub-Assemblies of 6OB37154-1B
301- 50,104049 -1
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B-1. ENGINEERING ORDERS AND P&VF MD',ORANDUMS
WHICH HAVE BEEN COMPLIED WITH
The Following R-P&VE Memos Have Been Complied With
65-M-518 65-M-1123 66-M-160 66-M-488
65-:1-582 65-M-1124 66-M-185 66-M-560
65-M-609 65-M-1150 66-M-193 66-M-638
65-M-701 65-M-1204 66-M-205 66-M-651
65-M-705 65-M-1314 66-M-289 66-M-656**
65-M-789 66-M-5 66-M-250 66-M-667
65-`1-899 66-M-14 66-M-254 66-M-719
65-M-1017 66-M-56 E6-M-260 66-M-;'52
65-M-1018 66--M-105 66-M-283 66-M-:66
65-M-1019 66-fit-112 66-M-324 66-M-972
65-M-1025 65-4-121 66-M-342 67-M-31
65-fit-1072 66-M-127 66-M-349 67-M-59

















601;37155-1C Engine Assembiy (F-4020)
None
E.O.'s Against Components or Sub-Assemblies of 60B37155-IC

























65-M- 1017	 66-M-105	 66-'M-289	 66-M -752
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B-2. ENGOEERING ORDERS AND P&VE ^Ia I ORANNDUMa WHICH HAVE
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5-10;:15001 Add United States Fleg to Saturn V Vehicle.
t,^
14-60BO3000-9 Replace fasteners on Stage Assembly environmental
protection.
71-60203000- I P-011 *Iaintain a positive pres-sure of 3,0 } 2.0 PSIG in-
P-012 side the LOX and fuel	 tank any time the containers
are sealed off from atmospheric conditions (this
requirement maintained to date effective until
fiight).
7—qt..:1	 6=71019	 D.....+1	 I-	 .4
3-60 -1321334- Change dimensions and replace hardware on in-
sulation installation.
Fuel Tank
501-60BO3200- P-011 Maintain FOB, relative humidity control (require-
ment accepted as of to date; however, humidity
control must be maintained until flight).
Forward Skirr
3-6OB70224-1 Remove optical bur.Jle when Stage is in horizontal
position or wher. in shipment (requirements
satisfa,-tory to date).
3-60B70226-1 Remove optical bundle when Stage is in horizontal
position or wh.n in shipment	 (requirements satis-
factory to date).
Thrust Structure
1 60BO3500- modify farina heat shield support struo:ure.
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•
B - Z. ENGD;EERING ORDERS ANN) P&VE `!DIGR.1\DMIS 'WH ICH HAVE NOT	 LL/111
. EEN CO`iPLIED Willi 	 COm
anri "%,"
	 Configuration
E.O.	 h'R. CODE DESCRIPTION
8-603035GO-9 Remove panel installation 601320700-9 and replace
with 3OB20506-3 installation.




9-6OB20500- Add sealant &`iS-5-33 around curtain edges to
prevent air leakage on curtain installation.
10-6OB20500-_ Apply sealant ikiS-5-33 around curtain edges to
prevent air leakage on curtain installation.
Replae-e a,.- r-e	 rP*-
L/
i-601320506-3 Add additional support for T.V. 	 camera installa-
tion.
2-601320506-3I Remove Panel Assemblies 60B20406-1 and -2. 	 Re-
place with Panel Assemblies 60320350-1 and
60B20352-1 to atcon-,nodate revised liftoff switch
roller pad.
301-60i;20506-3 Replace	 fasteners on panel installation.
2-60132 1 140-1 Replace fasteners on panel installation.
2-GOB21145- 1 Add washers AN960,PD1216L to control tolerance on
fitting	 inst:^llatior..
501-601321:45- Replace washers MS20012-26 with M520012-12 to
( control grip	 length on fitting installation.
43-60P43014- P-011 Remove tube assembly end bracken and change hard-
ware on fuel delivery system installation.
USPC - For ICi4 (Morch 1411)
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_a ppendix B - Mechanical Status 	 Sheet 3 of 5
B-2.	 ENGINEERM ORDERS AND PSVE M11-1 .0RANDUTiS WHICH HAVE
NOT BEEN COMPLIED WITH
" H" and "V" Con£Lg"i
E.G.	 NPI. CODE DESCRIPTION
301-60B70473-3 Rotate and add zone box to prevent interferenze
with tubing on zone box installation.
504-65880013-3 Remove Plug 65B8011-1 from flight plate on
umbilical plate installation,
512-65880013-3 Add leckwire to umbilical plate insLailation,
The Following R-P&VE Memorandums Have Not Been
I Complied TJi th
60B37151-1C Engine Assembly (F-4017)
66-M-610 ! Incorporation of High Voltage Ignitors (KSC)
I before firing.
66-M-617 Identification of F-1 Engine components to field
configuration,
66-M-777 Re-identification of F-1 Thrust Clamber,
66"M'-840 ; rc- has	 ForRe V64FiF&t 9.K.-rur- ,--vf	 pre6sure
tests, (','pLG 7
66-M-1154 Revised modification instruction for engine
electrical cable support post 	 (revised torque
requirements).
67-M-142 Rerouting of S•IC-2 Engine calorimeter purge lines
67-M-144 Incorporation of the redundant engine shut-down
system.
60837152-1B Engine Assembly (F-4018)
66-M-610 Incorporation of high voltage ignitors (KSC)
before firing,
66-M-617 Identification of F-1 Engine components to field
configuration.
66-M-777 Re-identification of F-1 Thrust Chamber.




%ppendix B -• Mechanical Status 	 Sheet 4 of S
B-Z. ENGINEERING ORDEKS AND P&VE ;[U10RANDU;15 W'r1ICH HAVE NOT
BEEN COMPLIED WITH
"}1"	 and "V"
	 Con f iqurn t ion
E.O. NR. CODE DESCRIPTION
vihv atioR	 te6te	 /1,W U
66-M-1154 Revised modification instruction for engine
electrical cable support post	 (revised torque
requirements).
67-M-199 Incorporation of the redundant engine shut-down
system.
60B37153-1C Engine Assembly (F-4019
66-M-610 Incorporation of high voltage ignitors (KSC)
before firing.
66-M-617 Identification of F-1 Engine components to field
configuration.
66-M-777 Re-identification of F-1 Thrust Chamber.
66 M 840 Return	 thr-kist 
	
for-of
„ t  9 - gr^ ^ _	 test s. `,^^ .
	
pressure swit"ea
66-r1-1154 Revised modification instruction for engine
electrical cable support post 	 (revised torque
requirements).
67-M-19 1; ( Incorporation of the redundant^enain p ahttt -down
system.
60B37154-1B Engine Assembly (F-4021)
66-M-610 Incorporation of high voltage ignitors	 (KSC)
before firing.






Re-identification of F-1 Thrust Chamber.
6p""H 8 49 R ^nccvrn of G.K.
14w-a-e:+to.^,^
Mei ►C - Form 1434 (March 1^67)
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B-?.. ENGINEERING ORDERS AND P&VE i1MORANDMIS W11IC11 HAVE NOT
BEEN COMPLIED WITH
"H" and "1,"' Con f i,Rura t ion
E.O. NR. CODE. DESCRIPTION
66-M-1154 Revised modification instruction for engine
electrical cable support post	 (revised	 torque re-
quirenents).
6741-199 Incorporation of the redundant engine shut-down
system,
60337155-1C Engine Assembl,;	 (F-4020)
66-M-610 Incorporation of high voltage ignitors (KSC)
before firing.
66-M-617 Identification of F-1 engine components to field
configuration.
66- 1 4-777 Re-identification of F-1 Thrust Chamber,
1 j 6 M 840
167-M-142











(Incorporation of the redundant engine shut-down
system.
c^
















Oxidizer Tank Assembly 60B0310C
NONE




For«, ard Skirt Assembly 60BO3400
NONE
TiIrus t Struct,.re 60P,0350 0
60BZ0ZZ3- 1 Washer, Eng. !lent Shied 104
hOn2O350-1 Panel Assembly
uOB?0352 . 1 Panel Assembly Z
nOB204 10- 1 Panel Assembly 1
t;U! 20410-2 Panel Assembly t
u0iZO•1 ; l Radiu-	 t iller,	 Base ,
 Heat Shic Id
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WEIGHT STATUS SHHET









nOB21006 . 2 Panel Assembly, Eng. Heat Shield 2
60B21007-1 Panel Assembly, Eng. Heat Shield 2
6082100-2 Pan--I Assembly,	 Eng. Heat Shield 2
oOB21 13 0 - 1 Filler, Eng. Heat Shield 4
6011-2 1 1 -1 2- I Spacer,	 Eniz. Heat Shield 4
60Bi1 144- 1 Filler,	 Ent;.	 Heat Shield 20
60B21146- 1 Fitting,,	 Eng.	 Heat Shield 2
t,OB21146-2 Fitting,	 Eng.	 Heat Shield 2
oOB2114 0 - 1 Bearing Assy. , Eng. 	 Heat Shield S
0B21 314-, Bearing Assy. , Eng. Heat Shield 2
60B21 314-2 Bearing Assy. , Eng. 	 Ileat Shield 2
6OB21316- 1 Doubler, Eng. Heat Shield 2
soOB2131	 -1 Fitting,	 Eng.	 Heat Shield ?
6OB21331-1 Insulation Assembly, Outrigger 2
60B21331-2 IIISLIlation Assembl,..	 Outrigger 2
60B21332-1 Insulation Assembly, OutriggQr
t>OB21333-1 hisulation. Assembly,	 Outrigger 2
60B21333-2 Insulation Assernbly,
	 Outrigger 2
6JR6423 14 - I CLver Plate, Cannon Plug Mount 1
Quality Division Form 21-62X (O7f Aiarch 21, 1966
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W V-IQiT STATUS SHEET










6OR20009-1 Panel Assemblv 1
o0B20009- 3 Panel Assemble l
00B."0210-1 Panel Ass-mbl y 2
oOB2021	 - 1 Panel Assembly 1
oOB20217-2 Panel Assembly 1
oOB20403- 1 Panel Assembly I
608701 i 4- 1 Pa tie I Assembl y 1
oOB701 17-1 Panel Assembl y 1
0OB701 19- 1 Panel Assembly 1
cOB70121 - I Panel Assembll 1
608701 22-1 Panel Assembly 1
o0B 7 U 124 -1 Panel Assembly 1
o0B70583- 1 Panel Assembly 1
6OB70584-'_ Panel Assembly I
60B7 1 58S- 1 Panel A .;se ,-nbly 1
Quality Division Form 21-62X OT) March 21, 1966
B-2L
WEIGHT STATUS MET
B-4.	 Supplementary Items - (Installed to J Configuration)
Pert	 I










_' N C; IN E S
1 }51" Bracket Assy. ,
	
Eng.	 Ins ulation 5
1-15255 Clamp. Eng.	 Insulation 1 J
14 c^ 286 Bracket Assv.,	 Eng.	 Insulation
141;2,4 0 bracket Assv. , 	 Eng.	 Insulation 5
1 4530-1 Bracket Assy. ,	 Eng.	 Ins ,.ilation 5
145305 Tie Rod Assy. ,	 Fng.	 Insulation
1-15324 Support Assy. 	 EmZ. Insulation
1-15327 }Tame Assy. , F_ng.	 Insulation
1-1 ; ',44 Bracket Assy. , 	 Eng.	 Insulation
145352 bracket Assy. , 	 End;.	 Insulation
145354 Bracket _Assy. ,	 Env.	 Insulation•.
145355 Bracket	 ^.ss ,. ,	 En,.	 Insulation
145369-11 Insulator Ass y . ,	 Fn,.	 Insulation
1 453 70-11 Insulator Assy.	 Eng.	 Insulation
14 1; 371 Insulator Ass y . ,	 F.ng.	 Insulation 5
1 . 1-1 lnsulator Assy. ,	 k:ng.	 Insulation 5
145380 lnsulator Ass y . ,	 Ent;.	 Insulation 5
1453SI
1 .15382
lnsulator Assy. , Eng. 	 Insulation
Insulatur Assy. , 	 End;.	 Insulation
145383 Insulator Assy. , 	 End;.	 Insulation
145311-1 Insulatur Ass y . ,	 Fn,.	 Insulation
T ^ °.1.
Rl -R- QUA L-o7-3
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D
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14538; In,;uiator Assy.	 Eno.	 In SU.. a tio n
145405 Stiffener Assy., Eng.	 Insulation
14 ;;42< Stiffener Assp..	 Eng.	 Insulation. n
145432-L Plate,	 Eno.	 Insulation 5
14 5 445 Collaz'	 Ent'.	 Insulation
14S44t, Bracket, Env.	 Insulation 5
14--)4-17 Bracket.	 Eng, .	 Insulation 10
145454 Bracket Assy. , Eno.	 Insulation 5
145 .171-2 Bracket Ass y .	 Frig. Insulation 5
14547; Frame Ass y . ,Eng. Insulation 5
15 I±;c: Bracket, Eng.	 Insulation
1454 0 0 Bracket Assy. , Eng.	 Insulation 5
1454 1)1 Strut Assy,	 Eng.	 Insulation
1454 4 3 Saddle,	 Eng.	 Insulation
1-1;4 Q b Support Assy. , Eno.	 Insulation 5
1454 0 7 ?'rakiie Ass y . ,	 Eng.	 Insulation 5
1454 , i^ Fraine Ass\ . ,	 Env.	 Insulation 5
14549Q Bow Ass\ . , Enc.	 Insulation 5
14553 Insulator	 \	 s	 Env.	 Insulation 5
1 45001 Bracket Assy. ,	 Eng.	 Insulation S
145t-,1-1 Bra, ket Assy. ,	 L'ng.	 Insulation 5
Quality Division Form 21-62X (OT) March [ 1, lyoo
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Pl tt, ,	 Eng.	 Insulation
145t)Zo Clamp, Eng. Insulation
l
14 :;o27 Bracket.	 En g .	 Insulation
145030 Nut Assv. , Eng. In: ulation 10
30 " 2 Strap,
	
Eng.	 Insulation
001 Q 3'_ Cap, Eng.	 Insulation -10
YIN-R-QUAL-67-3




Sheet 1 of 4
WEI%21T STATUS SRBFr'T
B-5.	 Nonflicht Items Installed - Stage Assernbiv i
wpm
Fart	 ?iu,"ber j Pnit	 ! Tgt*1
Number	 Description	 Req'd	 Jaighs;	 Vtifht
INTERTANK 6OB03300 F
C	 5B36496- 1 Platform, i .•.t.	 (PP- i^O-8006)
1	 +65B64118-1 P1uQ, Fuel Vent
o5B80=16?- 1 (,ov?r Assn• .	 Lox Fill and D-ai^
SK85442-A Breathers, (Fuel Tank) ----^---1
SK85454- 1 lire -:thers,	 (Lot Tank) 1
Farv.a_u Skirt lo0B0 3400)
H	 -370-704 C Handling Ring 1 ! ^^
---
Plat form inst. '	 I
265B64070-1 Lox Vent Plug Asst-. w	 ^^
^.hiick Disconnect t • ittings -1
'thrust S.ructure oOBU3300
60B1R179- 1 Shim 4-- +
77- ^ 	!60B1817' 1 -2 Shin:
60BI Q 612-1 Anti-Friction Plate
 i
Platform Ass:.	 '	 !
1
	 Quality Division iorr,- 2i-6;X (W) rsc-cf, : c , !W't'
B-..b
WEIGHT STATUS SHEET









Thrust Structure F: ^B3500 (Cont. )
uB61001 - 11^ Fitting Asst'. , Station L80
o5B01003-' Fitting Assv. 1
65B6i0U3-^ Fitting Ass}-. 1
t»Bh1CO5-1	 1 Filler Web
- 1^65Bo100r, Fitting Ass-v.,	 Station 'b0 i
f
,5Bb1006-I. Fittin	 Ass•.-. ,	 Station 280 i
i:5B61007-1 Ftg. Stage Weighing 1
65261 007-2 Ftg.	 Stage ^'eighin t- 1
b3Bo1008-1 Channel oackup 4
X5.61009-1 Channel backu
65P-,61 009 - 2Z Channel backup 1
-,);B6lOiO-'. Charnel backup _'
65361010-2 Channel backup 2
05;30101 1 - 1 Channel backup 4
65Bh10:2- 1 Channel backup 2
-	 Bb1U12-1 Channel backup 2
n5B61013^-i Channel backev
n5B61013-2 Chat:;:el i)achsu 1






6515o1v15-1	 e  F ;li: r
Quality Division Form 21 -62X (07) March 21, 1966
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Thrust Structure 60BC3500 (Cont.
65B61018-1 killer ',,Veight Pad I	 i
65B61018-2 Filler Weight Pad 1
(,5B61023-1 Chan yiel backu p 2
65B61024-1 Channel back uD 2
o5B61028-1 Fitting Assembly 1
o5Bb1028-3 Fitting Assenib_ly
65Bo1028-5 F , ttl i ng Assembly I
o5BE1030-1 Filler Web
65B61045-1 Fitting 1,M:nua) Actuators) 1
65B61085-1 Shim Assy. , Doubler Repl. 1
65B61085- -) Shim Assn . . ,	 D,,ubler Reel. 1
1
65B64060 = '1 Protective Plugs,	 Retro-Rockets lb
09t^4061-1 Protective Cap, Retro-Rockets 16
b5Bo4062- 1 Pr-)cective Cap,	 Retro-Rockets 10
651380065-1 Umb:licai Carrier #2 (with fittings) 1
651380358-3 Cover Assembly, LOX Suciion i
65880358-3 Cover.
	
Fuel Fill an(' Drain i
RX20700 Thrust Chamber Plug (Eng.) 5
RX20841 liy-pergol Plug; ^
Tape, Fuam 5
1 31-1 348 0 kctuator Locks (MOOG) 5
Quality Division Form 21-62X WT) March 21, lvbb
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Thrust Structure 6OB03500 (Cont. )
:Actuator Locks (Hid.	 Research) .1
Fuel	 R-J 1	 En q. S% stems 1 H7.41b
Fuel,	 R-J 1 (Fuel 'Tank) 744c1b
'-'Calculated Weight
t
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60B39960-1 Retrofit Installation 	 Cas Detec- ]
t • yin System.	 Forward Skirt
60B39960 3 Retrofi t 	 Ins tallation-	 D	 t 1




















60B67477-1 Retrofit	 Installation	 Measurements 1
Temperature and Pressure C214-120
Quality Division Form 21 -62X (OT) March 21, 1966
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b0B83118-1 Retrofit	 Installation	 Duct and 1




ReLr,)-	 ' ji t1.. i'n	 V nom' c te__
llmhi-tinal	 Plate	 Aft No	 I
65B80714-1 Kgtrofit	 t.
n
65BS0'31-1 Retrofit	 Installation,	 Vehicle 1
Umbilical	 Plate	 Aft No.	 1.
























appendix C - F.Irctrical Statics
WRIGHT S'_°ATUS SHEFT
C- 1 . Missing Item - (HR:V Configuration)
Part	 Number Unit Total
thmber	 Description	 Weight Weight
160867520-00 Ac^elernmeter Assn• .	 1














(-)OB5570_' - l A Cable Assembl y - 115W304 1
b0BS5703-1A Cable Assembl y - 115'x'305 1
t,OB55704 , -1 A Cable Assembl y - 115W306 1
o0B55705- lA Cable Assembly - 115W 307 1
bOB55706-1A Cable Assembly - I I ; W308 1
60 BS5707-1A Cable Assembly - 115W309 1	 I
t,OB5,711-IA Cable Assembly - 1lSW31 1
oOB55935-1A Cable Assembly - 115W215 l
r,OB56005-1A Cably Assonibly - 115W295 I
o0B67608-1 Zone Box Assembl y 9
o01?o7608-3 Zone Box Assen)blv
o06"I 1141-9B Sensor Assembly
oOB711 - 1 1 - 13 11 Sensor Assembly 5
6OB7LUt>3-1A Calorimeter 2
oOB7206-5-1A Calorimeter
bOB721a4 -3A Pressure Transducer 4
60B72201 -- IA Pressurt, Transducer I
60B72206-1A Separation 'Transducer 3
oOB7 Q t) 10-1C Narrow .sigh Light Assenihly l
6OB79610-3C Wide Angle Light ..ssembly 1
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classification. Review of any information concerning Department of
Defense or Atomic Energy Commission programs has been made by the
MSFC Security Classification Officer. This report, in its entirety,
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This document has also been reviewed and approved for technical
accuracy.
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